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We demonstrate periodic localization of neutral atoms of better than 65 nm behind amplitude, i.e.,
absorptive masks made of light. With these masks, produced by a standing on resonant light wave,
it is possible to create and to probe spatially well-defined atomic distributions. Applications of such
absorptive masks range from atom lithography to fundamental atom optical experiments. As two
examples we show how to use these gratings as a tool to measure the evolution of an atomic wave
field behind a static Bragg crystal and its dependence on the incidence angle of the atomic beam and
how to demonstrate the frequency shift of atoms diffracted at a modulated Bragg crystal in a beating
experiment. ©1998 American Vacuum Society.@S0734-211X~98!18706-1#
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I. INTRODUCTION

Efficient methods to prepare and to measure atomic
tributions with nanometer resolution are of particular inter
in atom optics and for possible applications in science
technology. In atom lithography, for example, the writing
parallel equidistant lines1–8 with atoms in near resonant ligh
fields is useful to produce very exact scales. A specially u
ful tool in atom optics are absorptive masks. They can
used to write and toprobe fine structures. Both have bee
demonstrated with nanofabricated material masks wh
were used to deposit nanometer size atomic structures9 and
to read out atomic interference patterns.10,11

Here we show how to combine the advantage of abso
tive masks with the flexibility of light structures and ho
they can be used in atom optics.

In order to realize ‘‘absorptive’’ light we use the intern
structure of our atom and its interaction with the light field12

We tune the light frequency to an atomic transition where
spontaneous decay of the excited state proceeds mainly
different internal state, which is not detected. Atoms in t
state can therefore be regarded as being effectiv
absorbed.13 Therefore a thin standing light wave tuned o
resonance acts as an absorption grating for the atoms.
atoms passing near the intensity nodes survive in their o
nal state~Fig. 1!. The spatial distribution of the atoms behi
one such absorptive mask can be detected by probing it
a second identical mask immediately behind the first o
This kind of detection scheme, probing one periodic str
ture with a second one, results in the well-known Mo´
fringes.

In the remainder of the article we will first describe th
mechanism to produce absorptive structures of light and t
in more detail our experimental realization using a beam
metastable argon atoms. In the first experimental part we
show in detail how to realize periodic localized atomic d
tributions using on resonant light. In this context we demo
strate the Talbot effect with atomic de Broglie waves d
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scribing the evolution of the wave field in the light crystal.
the second part we show that these masks are a useful to
probe the characteristics of the atomic wave field~amplitude,
contrast, and phase!behind a Bragg crystal. These measu
ments illustrate for the first time the effects predicted fro
dynamical diffraction theory for a broad range of inciden
angles. In the last part we present an experiment where
used the light gratings as a probe to measure a freque
shift of atoms in the kHz range in an interferometric setu
We conclude with an outlook discussing the applications
these structures.

II. ABSORPTIVE MASKS MADE OF LIGHT

The basic requirement for the generation of absorpt
light masks is that the atoms change their internal state a
excitation. For sufficiently long interaction times only atom
near the zeros of the light field will remain in their origin
state ~Fig. 1!. In our experiments we use a standing lig
wave realized by retroreflection of a laser beam at a pl
mirror. The periodic intensity distribution in the light field i

I ~x!5
I 0

2
@12cos~2kx!#, ~1!

whereI 0 is the intensity at the maxima of the standing wav
k52p/l is the wave vector of the incident laser radiatio
~wavelength of the lightl!, andx is the transverse coordi
nate. The modulus of the grating vector of the light ma
corresponds to 2k of the light field. In the case of low light
intensities14 we can neglect saturation effects and hence
absorption is proportional to the local light intensity~electric
field squared!. The atomic transmission through a stand
light wave is given by:

T5e2k
1
2@12cos~2kx!#. ~2!

The absorptionk is proportional to the intensity of the stand
ing light wave @Eq. ~1!# @k}* I 0(z)dz#, where the integra-
tion is along the longitudinal direction. Note that the tran
mission is a nonlinear function of the light intensit
Therefore for sufficiently strong absorption (k@1) the trans-
mission evolves into a comb of narrow peaks significan
d,
3850/16 „6…/3850/5/$15.00 ©1998 American Vacuum Society
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3851 Keller et al. : Absorptive masks of light: A useful tool for atom optics 3851
smaller than the grating constantl/2 ~Fig. 2! ~see also Ref.
14!. As shown in our experiment this can be used to cre
atomic distributions with subwavelength resolution.

III. EXPERIMENTAL REALIZATION

In our experiment we use a thermal beam of exci
~metastable!argon atoms~average velocity of 700 m/s, cor
responding to a de Broglie wavelength ofldB514 pm!

FIG. 1. Absorptive masks of light for metastable argon atoms: Metast
atoms~open cycles!are exited by resonant light and decay spontaneou
with a high probability to the undetected ground state~close cycles!. Only
atoms near the nodes of the standing light wave are detected in loca
peaks. Insert shows a level scheme with the used transitions of metas
argon.

FIG. 2. To demonstrate the localization of the atoms using absorptive
gratings we measured the transmitted atomic intensity through two
gratings as a function of their relative spatial position~experimental setup
see inset!. The distribution is peaked with a distance of the grating perio
401 nm the measured full width at half maximum~FWHM! of the peaks is
90 nm. This corresponds to an atomic localization of better than 65
behind each individual grating.
JVST B - Microelectronics and Nanometer Structures
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which emerge from an effusive argon source.11 The beam is
collimated with a 10 and a 5mm slit separated by 1.4 m
before entering the interaction region~see inset Fig. 2!; after
1.4 m downstream the metastable atoms are detected
‘‘channeltron.’’

In the source the atoms are excited by a continuous
discharge to two metastable states: 85% are in the 1s5 state
which is used in the experiment and 15% are in the 1s3 state
which does not interact with our masks and contributes
background. Therefore 1s3 atoms are quenched to th
ground state by resonant laser light at 795.0 nm. Due to t
high internal energy the remaining 1s5 metastable atoms ca
be recorded by our channeltron detector, whereas gro
state atoms remain undetected.

For realizing absorption the most important feature of o
metastable 1s5 atoms is their open transition 1s5→2p8 at
801.7 nm~linewidth 5.8 MHz!. If the atoms are excited a
this wavelength they decay spontaneously with a branch
ratio of 72% to the ground state~level scheme see inset Fig
1!. The light is produced using a single mode diode la
with grating feedback in Littrow geometry, locked to th
801.7 nm transition using saturation spectroscopy. The l
width of our laser light~,1 MHz! is much smaller than the
atomic linewidth. The absorptive gratings are realized by r
roreflection of the 801.7 nm laser beam~focused to a ribbon
shape of approximately 3 cm height and 150mm thickness!
on a gold mirror.

The number of atoms in the collimated beam is ab
10 000 s21. In a typical experimental situation one absorpti
grating absorbs about 90% of the incident atoms. The typ
measurement time to record data as in Fig. 2 is about 15 m

A second important transition from 1s5→2p9 at 811.7
nm is closed and used to realize refractive index gratings
the light frequency is off resonant with the atomic transiti
it acts as a real potential~corresponding to a real refractiv
index! for the atoms. Therefore it is possible to build refra
tive optical elements such as Bragg crystals with light. In
experiment the periodic index of refraction for a crystal w
realized with a 4 cm long standing light wave retroreflect
at the mirror in the vacuum. The intensity was in the range
10 mW/cm2 and the detuning from resonance was 1 GH
The laser light for this transition was produced by a sta
lized Titanium: Sapphire laser.

IV. LOCALIZATION OF ATOMS WITH ABSORPTIVE
GRATINGS: TALBOT EFFECT

An absorptive grating transmits atoms only at the nod
of the light field. To demonstrate this localization behind t
grating we probe the transmitted atoms with a second m
The two light gratings for this experiment are realized
front of two gold mirrors~see inset Fig. 2!. One of the mir
rors is mounted on a flexure stage and can be translate
the direction orthogonal to the mirror surface with nm acc
racy. The spacing between the two gratings is adjustable
tween 3 and 15 mm by shifting one of the laser beams in
direction of the atomic beam. A crucial point in our expe
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ment is that the two mirrors have to be aligned parallel
each other with better that 10mrad accuracy, which is don
interferometrically.

The result of such an experiment is shown in Fig. 2. T
total transmission is plotted as a function of the relative s
tial phase between the two successive resonant standing
waves. The data show peaks with a separation of 401
The periodicity corresponds to the grating constant of
standing lightwave which is half the optical wavelengthl
5801.7 nm) in our experimental arrangement. The p
width ~90 mn! is significantly smaller. A numerical decon
volution implies a spatial localization of the atoms behi
each individual grating of better than 65 nm~l/12!.

The data of Fig. 2 were taken with a relative grating d
tance of approximately 3 mm. The background of the dat
mainly due to 20% of the 1s5 (J52) atoms which are origi-
nally in them50 magnetic sublevel and which are not d
turbed, since their excitation~with linearly polarized light! to
the 2p8 (J52) decay channel is dipole forbidden. The lig
does not influence these atoms, whereas the remaining
of the atoms are strongly absorbed (transmission,10%).
This background can be removed in further applications
optically pumping the atoms in a defined magnetic suble

As an example of the versatility of our absorptive lig
masks we investigated the coherent evolution of the ato
wave field behind such a narrow transmission grating as
scribed by near-field Fresnel diffraction. A well-known ph
nomenon in near-field optics is self-imaging of an absorpt
grating, the Talbot effect.15 For gratings with very narrow
slits, images with fractional periods can appear.

Figure 3 shows a series of measurements exploring
near-field atomic density distributions at various locatio
behind the first mask. We recorded the total transmiss
through the two masks as a function of their relative spa

FIG. 3. Behind an absorptive grating the superposition of the different
fraction orders form in the near field a periodic interference patter~Talbot
effect!. To demonstrate the Talbot effect with de Broglie waves of me
stable argon we measured the atomic distribution at several distances,
our absorptive masks. By shifting the absorptive grating transversal
respect to the diffraction grating for a fewmm the oscillating behavior is
clearly visible. At a distance of 5.8 mm one observes the typical doublin
the spatial period as expected for the Talbot theory~brighter regions corre-
spond to higher atomic densities!.
Redistribution subject to AVS license or copyright; see http://avspublications.org/jvs
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phase at various relative distances between the two grati
The relative spatial phase is varied by shifting one grat
with respect to the other transversally by a fewmm. The data
show clearly that an image with a doubled spatial freque
~period:l/4! emerges at a distance of 5.8 mm, as predic
by the Talbot theory. The high collimation~corresponding to
a high spatial coherence! of our atomic beam is now essenti
in order to observe the Talbot fringes. Two effects expla
the contrast reduction of the fringes at increasing dista
from the light grating. First, the broad velocity distribution
the atomic beam limits the longitudinal coherence leng
Second, 28% of the atoms fall back to the 1s5 state after
spontaneous emission of a photon and contribute to an in
herent background. Nevertheless, our measurement dem
strates both the fact that our masks have a resolution b
than light wavelength, and the possibility to produce high
order atomic distributions using near-field diffraction.

V. PHASE MEASUREMENT OF A PERIODIC
ATOMIC WAVE FIELD

In diffraction experiments not only thin optical elemen
such as gratings are important but also thick optical eleme
such as Bragg crystals. The diffraction at such Bragg crys
shows very different effects. Diffraction becomes only po
sible for special incidence angles~Bragg angles!and only in
one single direction because of energy and momentum c
servation. We realize such a structure with a 4 cmlong de-
tuned standing light wave at 811.7 nm. If the incidence an
is exactly the Bragg angle the superposition of the t
beams~forward beam and diffracted beam! forms a periodic
atomic distribution.16 The period of this wave field is identi
cal to the period of the light field but there is a relativ
spatial displacement of a quarter of a grating period~corre-
sponding top/2!. The visibility of the periodic distribution
depends on the crystal length and the diffraction efficien
However this simple picture is only true if the incidenc
angle is exactly the Bragg angle. For all other inciden
angles the behavior is more complicated and has to be
culated in the framework of dynamical diffraction theor
These calculations show that the periodic structure is o
visible in a small range around the Bragg angle~acceptance
region! and that the relative phase with respect to the lig
field changes linearly in that area. To demonstrate this
havior in the experiment we placed an absorptive grat
immediately behind the Bragg crystal (distance<1 mm)
~setup see inset Fig. 4! and investigate the periodic atom
distribution by the Moire´ effect. To probe the wave field we
used the fact that the period of the crystal~406 nm!and the
grating ~400 nm! is slightly different. But with increasing
distance from the mirror, the relative phase between the
gratings changes, because of their different periodicit
~The resulting spatial beating period is 34mm.! Thus moving
the mirror away from the thin~5 mm! atomic beam allows us
to scan 2p of the relative phase in 34mm. Therefore the
totally transmitted atomic intensity oscillates with this peri
when translating the common retroreflection mirror~upper
part Fig. 4! and contains information about the phase and
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3853 Keller et al. : Absorptive masks of light: A useful tool for atom optics 3853
amplitude of the standing atomic wave field. The measu
data for different incidence angles from22uBragg to
12uBragg show for the first time the predicted characterist
in detail. The symmetry at the positive and negative Bra
angle is nicely visible. In addition the edge of the retrorefle
tion gold mirror defines the zero point were the two lig
gratings are in phase. Since the first transmission minim
is displaced from this position by 1/4 of the beating perio
we measured a relative phase ofp/2 between the light crysta
and the atomic intensity distribution~lower part Fig. 4!at
Bragg incidence.

The experiment is an example of the wide range of ap
cations in static measurements with absorptive gratings.
big advantage of the absorptive masks made of light is
they even can measure the atomic localization inside a l
crystal which can be important for the imaging properties
optical elements used in atom lithography.

VI. MEASURING THE FREQUENCY SHIFT OF
ATOMS WITH ABSORPTIVE GRATINGS

Here we show an applications of absorptive gratings
measure the beating between two coherent matter wave
different energy.

FIG. 4. Measurement of the atomic wave fields behind a static Bragg cry
by placing an absorptive grating right behind the crystal~experimental
setup!. The measured atomic distribution~middle graph!is plotted in dis-
tance form the mirror~horizontal axis!for different incidence angles~verti-
cal axis!. In small regions around the Bragg angle the distribution is peri
and the relative phase changes linearly. Exactly on Bragg the intensity
tribution of the atoms is plotted relative to the light field in the lower grap
The phase shift ofp/2 between the maxima of the atomic distribution a
the intensity in the light field is clearly visible.
JVST B - Microelectronics and Nanometer Structures
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Investigating the diffraction of atoms at intensity mod
lated Bragg crystals the experiments show that new Br
angles arise. The atoms diffracted at the new incide
angles are frequency shifted by the modulation frequenc17

The effect is analog to an acusto optical modulator~AOM!
for light. To demonstrate this frequency shift of the first o
der diffracted atoms we again use the interferometric sup
position of the diffracted and the transmitted beam. Direc
behind the light crystal the two outgoing beams form
atomic interference pattern with the period of the light gr
ing ~see inset of Fig. 5!. Since the de Broglie frequency o
the diffracted atoms is shifted byvMod the atomic interfer-
ence pattern continuously drifts in the direction of its grati
vector. This results in a temporally oscillating total atom
transmission through an absorptive grating located dire
behind the Bragg crystal. In our case the thin absorpt
grating is again realized by a thin standing light wave tun
exactly on resonance with the 801 nm transition.

Figure 5 shows the result of such an experiment. T
intensity of the light crystal is modulated with a frequency
vMod52p3100 kHz. The mirror angle is adjusted to th
dynamic Bragg angle for the 100 kHz modulation. A cha
neltron detector located directly behind the absorptive g
ing measures the transmitted atoms as a function of t
arrival time, keeping a rigid relation between intensity mod
lation phase and triggering of each detection scan~setup see
Fig. 5!. As expected, the transmission oscillates with
light intensity modulation frequency (2p3100 kHz). With
this experiment we could directly demonstrate the freque
shift of the diffracted atoms at an intensity modulated cr
tal.

VII. CONCLUSION AND OUTLOOK

In conclusion, we have realized an optical mask for ne
tral atoms with nanometer spatial resolution by employin

al

ic
is-
.

FIG. 5. Beating of two matter waves with different energies: Atoms d
fracted at an intensity modulated Bragg crystal of light are frequency shi
~analog to an AOM for light!. The superposition of the forward and th
Bragg diffracted atoms build an atomic wave field which moves in
direction of the grating vector. To probe the frequency shift we place
absorptive grating in the interference pattern and measure the time de
dence of the integral transmitted intensity~setup see inset!. Measured osc
lations confirm that the frequency of the diffracted atoms is shifted w
respect to the transmitted atoms.
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3854 Keller et al. : Absorptive masks of light: A useful tool for atom optics 3854
resonant standing light field acting on a two-level atom w
a strong leak channel to an undetected state. We used
masks to define a narrow atomic distribution and to meas
its coherent evolution after the grating in the near field~Tal-
bot effect!. To demonstrate the broad applications
showed how to probe periodic wave fields and we confirm
the frequency shifts of atoms diffracted at a modulated cr
tal.

These masks made from light have many advantage
compared to material masks: their spatial dimensions
given by the optical wavelength, which can be determin
very accurately. Applications of light masks may be cons
ered in high precision lithography, or as length standa
Optical masks can be easily manipulated, for example; tra
lated, varied, or switched at short time scales. The shap
the masks can be designed using coherent~i.e., holography!
or incoherent methods.18 An interesting possibility arises be
cause one can readily combine and superpose these m
with other atom optical elements made from light or ev
material structures.19 For technical applications it is nece
sary to develop a source of metastable atoms with a hig
flux, especially to illuminate a large area, e.g., on a wav
Using an atom with a higher efficiency of excitation to t
metastable state, like neon, could gain a huge facto
atomic flux. We expect that these absorptive light masks
have many applications in atom optics and in atomic litho
raphy.
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